Power

up!
Teacher Guide

This STEM resource looks at different types
of energy, energy in engineering, the
importance of electricity and how this is
generated. It investigates different types
of renewable energy through a number of
hands-on and practical activities.

Curriculum links
Science: Energy stores and transfers, Generating electricity
Maths: Problem solving using percentages, Area and perimeter
Design technology: Identify, solve and reformulate
given design problems

Solutions
Energy circuit
Solutions are guides. You may have different energy stores and transfers based on discussions with your pupils.
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Energy in engineering
A. BBC broadcast engineer manages sound
B. Flying drone
C. Energy engineers outside plant
D. Aerodynamics engineers testing race cars
E. Mechanical engineer with farming robot
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How many rowers does it take
to power…?
One rower will output 100.8 watts
20 rowers could generate enough electricity to charge your phone.
Approximately 40,000 rowers to power the house.

F. Design engineer for sustainable farming

Resources that generate electricity

G. Sports engineer testing tennis technology

Solar: 105 kWh

Gas: 1435 kWh

Other: 175 kWh

Wind: 455 kWh

Coal: 245 kWh

Nuclear: 455 kWh

H. Civil engineer creating theme park rides
I.

Mechanical engineers on a solar farm

J.

Chemical engineer developing clean
energy batteries

K. Orthotics engineer makes personalised leg splint
There are no set solutions here.
Decide on energy stores and transfers based on
discussions about what is happening in the images
with your students.

Bioenergy: 315 kWh

Solar power
190 watts of energy will be generated from a 1 square metre solar panel.
4,750 watts of energy will be generated from 5m x 5m of solar array.
2,280 watts of energy will be generated from 4m x 3m solar array.
2,600 watts of energy will be generated from 7m x 2m solar array.
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This resource has been developed for the BAE Systems,
Royal Air Force and Royal Navy Schools Roadshow 2020.
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